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ABSTRACT

Article Type:

Introduction: Nephropathy as a consequence of congenital heart disease (CHD), especially
cyanotic heart disease, has been detected since past decades. However, lack of a diagnostic method
at early stages of the disease, caused patients referring when nephropathy is established and also
complicated with severe proteinuria and renal failure. Urinary neutrophil gelatinase-associated
lipocalin (NGAL) is known as one of the newest biomarkers for early detection of renal parenchymal
damage. In this study, we attempted to evaluate the role of urinary NGAL level in early detection
of nephropathy in pediatrics with CHD.
Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate urinary NGAL as a potential biomarker for the
early detection of renal involvement in children with CHD.
Patients and Methods: In this case–control study, urinary NGAL levels of 42 children with
CHD (case group) and 42 healthy children (control group) with the matched ages were measured.
Afterward, we compared mean urinary NGAL levels between these two groups to find a possible
significant difference.
Results: In this study, mean urinary NGAL level in patients with CHD and healthy children was
3.83 μg/mL and 1.87 μg/mL, respectively. Although the mean urine NGAL level was higher in
children with CHD compared to healthy children, this difference was not statistically significant.
Conclusion: in this study, it can be concluded that, urinary NGAL level cannot be used as an early
diagnostic test of nephropathy in children with CHD.
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Implication for health policy/practice/research/medical education:

In this case–control study, we compared the mean urinary neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL) levels in children
with congenital heart disease and in healthy children. We found no significant difference between NGAL levels in these two
groups. Therefore, urinary NGAL may not be considered as a good predictor of renal involvement in children with congenital
heart disease.
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Introduction
Renal involvement has been recognized as a complication
caused by cardiovascular disease, particularly cyanotic
congenital heart disease (CHD). Moreover, this type
of nephropathy may present as proteinuria or renal
dysfunction. Accordingly, the major problem is that when
nephropathy is diagnosed in patients with CHD, it has
already reached the irreversible stages, so there is little
chance to change the course of renal damage. Therefore,
these patients, besides their underlying heart disease, may
suffer from chronic kidney disease (1,2).
In contemporary medical practice, renal impairment

is routinely verified by an increase in serum creatinine.
Unfortunately, due to many reasons, serum creatinine is
an inaccurate index of early kidney dysfunction (3,4). In
addition, serum creatinine is dependent on age, gender,
and muscle mass. Also, a significant increase may not be
detected in serum creatinine until the occurrence of a
remarkable renal dysfunction (5,6).
Early recognition of renal dysfunction before
presentation of clinical manifestations mainly depends on
the specifications of biomarkers. Therefore, investigating
new laboratory diagnostic methods that can be used at the
early stages of kidney damage is likely to be very valuable.
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In this regard, one of the newest methods that has been
identified for early diagnosis of renal dysfunction is
measuring of urinary neutrophil gelatinase–associated
lipocalin (NGAL).
NGAL is a protein from lipocalin family, which was
firstly isolated from neutrophils (7-9). Accordingly, it is
produced by various types of cells, such as endothelial
cells, epithelial cells of gut and respiratory tract, renal
tubular, and cardiac cells. NGAL is detectable at minimum
levels in digestive tract, cardiac, and renal tissues (10).
Growing evidence suggests that NGAL may be
upregulated in ‘stressed’ cells, especially in cardiomyocytes,
which its correlation with heart failure is important
(11,12). Due to the high incidence and poor prognosis
associated with worsening renal function in heart failure,
previous reports have highlighted a role for NGAL in the
prediction of renal dysfunction in decompensated chronic
heart failure (13,14).
Objectives
This study aimed to evaluate the role of urinary NGAL,
as a biomarker of renal damage in children with CHD,
by comparing urinary levels of this substance between
healthy children (control group) and patients with CHD.
Patients and Methods
Study design
We designed this case-control study to compare urinary
NGAL levels in two groups of healthy children with no
history or physical finding of heart disease as the control
group and the case group including children diagnosed
with CHD.
Forty-two children whose CHD was confirmed by a
pediatric cardiologist, were enrolled in this study. The
control group included an equal number of children in
the same age range who were referred to pediatrics clinic.
Children in the control group had no history of cardiac
problem or renal disease including urinary tract infection.
The participants were treated by no nephrotoxic drugs
and had no radiocontrast study.
After obtaining the informed consent from these
children’s parents, urine sample was obtained from all the
patients in case group as well as all children in the control
group. Urinary NGAL level was measured by NGAL Rapid
ELISA Kit in terms of the instructions of the manufacturer
of the kit using the ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay) reader machine. Additionally, urinary NGAL levels
in these two groups were documented in data sheet along
with other variables and demographic information of the
participants.
Ethical issues
The research followed the tenets of the Declaration of
Helsinki. The Ethics Committee of Hamadan University
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of Medical Sciences approved this study (Ethical code:
P.16.35.10.77). Written informed consent was obtained
from all the participants included before study. This
study was extracted from the pediatric speciality thesis of
Majid Godini at Hamadan University of Medical Sciences
(Thesis #3976).
Data analysis
Evaluation of normality of data in the two groups was
done by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and due to achieving
a meaningful result (P < 0.05), a non-parametric test
(Mann-Whitney U test) was used to compare average
values of Urinary NGAL in the case and control groups.
Data analysis was performed using SPSS 16 software and a
P value less than 0.05 was considered as significant.
Results
The participants in this study were 84 patients, 42 subjects
with CHD and 42 subjects without CHD and renal
involvement (control group). Sex distribution in two
groups was as follows: case group, 25 males (59.5%) and
17 (40.5%) females; control group, 30 (71.4%) males and
12 (28.6%) females( Figure 1).
The average and standard deviation of urinary NGAL
in congenital heart patients was 3.84 ± 6.9 ng/dL (the
minimum 0.1 and the maximum 41.18). Additionally, the
average and standard deviation of urinary NGAL in the
control group was 2.01 ± 2.04 ng/dL (the minimum 0.39
and the maximum 19.07) (Table 1).
According to the initial results obtained from
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (P < 0.001), which showed
abnormal distribution of data in two groups, the MannWhitney U test was used to compare the average level
of urinary NGAL in the case and control participants.
According to the results of the above table, there was no
significant difference between the average urinary NGAL
levels of CHD patients and the control group.
As shown, the average urinary NGAL was higher in
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution chart for the patients with CHD (case)
and healthy group (control) based on gender.
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Urinary NGAL level in children with CHD
Table 1. Frequency distribution of central indices and distribution of NGAL
in the patients with CHD and the control group

Group

Number

Case
Control

42
42

NGAL
Mean
3.84
2.01

SD
6.9
3.01

P value
0.41

Table 2. Frequency distribution table of urinary NGAL in the case and
control group based on gender

Group
Case
Control

Gender
Female
Male
Female
Male

Mean
3.9
3.7
3.44
1.45

SD
4.4
8.3
5.25
1.11

P value
0.92
0.05

females in both groups compared to males. However, their
differences were not statistically significant (Table 2).
Discussion
The need for a precise, quick, and reliable biomarker for
the early diagnosis of renal parenchymal damage is an
important issue for clinical experts and researchers in the
field of nephrology. Although creatinine is currently used
as a standard method, its limitations are well-known, and
its serum level depends on the age, gender, and muscle
mass of the patient (15). More recently, several new kidney
biomarkers have been suggested for early recognizing
renal damage such as cystatin-c, kidney injury molecule 1,
interleukin 8, tissue inhibitor metalloproteinase 2, insulin
like growth factor binding protein 7, gelsolin, and NGAL
(16). Currently, urinary NGAL biomarker is more widely
considered due to rapid diagnosis and rapid laboratory
performance. However, the reported cut off points for
the diagnosis of kidney damage are different in various
studies (17-19).
Elsharawy et al evaluated the association of plasma
NGAL level with worsening of renal function. In this
regard, they compared plasma NGAL level between 30
children with heart failure and 20 healthy children. They
concluded that the higher serum level of NGAL at the time
of admission in children with acute cardiac failure can be
the predictor of the renal function worsening (20). The
differences between our study and the study by Elsharawy
et al are the number of the patients, type of NGAL
measurement (urinary versus plasma), age of the patients
(between 0 and18 years old versus 48 month), and the
final results( in our study, the average urinary NGAL level
was higher in children with CHD compared to healthy
children, but this difference was not significant, since in
their study, the serum level of NGAL was significantly
higher in children with acute cardiac failure compared to
the control group).
Tawfeek et al showed that serum NGAL level was
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significantly higher in children with heart failure compared
to the control group; however, there was no statistically
significant association between levels of myocardial
performance indices and NGAL (21). Differences between
our study and the study by Tawfeek et al included number
and age of the patients (0-18 years old versus 0-16 years
old), as well as the type of NGAL (urinary versus plasma).
Kari et al studied the values of NGAL and cystatin C
in the early detection of acute renal injury (AKI) on 40
children admitted to PICU. Accordingly, they found that
both urinary NGAL and serum cystatin-C may be useful
in early detection of AKI with acceptable sensitivity and
specificity (22).
Recently, Greenberg et al conducted a study to test
the renal injury biomarkers after cardiac surgery. They
measured urine interleukin-18, kidney injury molecule-1,
monocyte chemoattractant protein-1, YKL-40, and
NGAL by passing five years from cardiac surgery and
finally concluded that, postoperative kidney injury is
not associated with urinary biomarkers five years after
surgery (23).
Similarly, Holzscheiter et al in a study investigated the
diagnostic values of NGAL, L-FABP, and KIM-1 in urine
for kidney dysfunction. Moreover, they concluded that
NGAL and L-FABP in urine are potential biomarkers in
the diagnosis of renal impairment (24).
More recently, Törnblom et al studied the urinary
NGAL levels in 484 adult patients with sepsis. Finally, they
concluded that urinary NGAL is not a suitable biomarker
to predict acute kidney injury in septic patients (25).
Conclusion
Although some studies have shown the value of
urinary NGAL as a biomarker of acute kidney injury
in children, there is not enough evidence on the role of
this substance in early prediction of subacute or chronic
kidney damage. Also, our study showed no statistically
significant difference in urinary NGAL level between
healthy children and those with CHD; therefore, it cannot
be considered as a useful biomarker for the prediction
of chronic nephropathy in this group of patients. More
studies with larger populations are needed to evaluate
urinary NGAL and other possible biomarkers for early
detection of nephropathy to cardiac disease in children.
Limitations of study
Small population in both case and control groups, nonhomogeneity of the patients due to various types of CHDs,
different time periods of the initiation of heart disease, and
measurement of urinary NGAL level were the limitations
of our study. Therefore, performing future studies with
larger sample sizes and sub-classification of children with
heart disease according to their underlying diseases and
duration of involvement, is recommended.
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